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Abstract
This thesis describes a peer-to-peer wireless data collection algorithm that uses epidemic
communication to propagate time-sensitive sequentially sampled data records from sensors
toward infrastructure connected upload stations via mobile data mules. These records are
labeled with sequence numbers and delivery deadlines, and are transmitted in sequential
order. Delivery deadlines enable transmission prioritization and trigger alarms warning of
violations.
The sequential ordering of records simplifies the protocols transmission-control and
garbage collection mechanisms: only two monotonically increasing scalar sequence indices
associated with a particular sensor must be exchanged between peers prior to selecting
which records need to be communicated. One of these indices also serves as an antientropy message, indicating which records are known to already have been uploaded by
an infrastructure-connected upload station, thereby indicating eligibility for garbage collection.
This data collection algorithm is used to implement a prototype inter-personnel rendezvous reporting system potentially useful for tracking the spread of contagious disease.
Radios used to transfer information among peers also serve as proximity sensors. Records
are created whenever a peer discovers another. The data collection algorithm transports
these records to infrastructure-connected upload stations responsible for their storage and
on-line processing.
My contributions include refinement, implementation, and initial testing of the algorithms for data collection and rendezvous reporting.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis describes a peer-to-peer wireless data collection algorithm that uses epidemic
communication to propagate time-sensitive sequentially sampled data records from sensors
toward infrastructure connected upload stations via mobile data mules. These records are
labeled with sequence numbers and delivery deadlines, and are transmitted in sequential
order. Delivery deadlines enable transmission prioritization and trigger alarms warning of
violations.
The sequential ordering of records simplifies the protocols transmission-control and
garbage collection mechanisms: only two monotonically increasing scalar sequence indices
associated with a particular sensor must be exchanged between peers prior to selecting
which records need to be communicated. One of these indices also serves as an antientropy message, indicating which records are known to already have been uploaded by an
infrastructure-connected upload station, thereby indicating eligibility for garbage collection.

1.1

MOTIVATION

The process of manual collection of medical samples is monotonus and error-prone. Automatic collection of these medical samples will reduce the workload for healthcare personnel.
The use of wireless technology can enable the automatic collection of these samples.
Inter-personnel tracking system enables hospitals and medical centers to identify the
people with whom the patient has come in contact. Even if a patient is diagnosed hours, or
days, after admission, the history can be recalled which allows the proper measures to be
taken to prevent the infection. Patient tracking in hospitals is vital to help halt the spread
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of contagion and to improve patient throughput.
We are implementing an epidemic based data collection algorithm useful for tracking
inter-personnel rendezvous. This proposed algorithm automates the process of tracking
inter-personnel rendezvous within a hospital. Use of short range radio devices makes deployment and maintenance of the system easier than high-power wireless devices such as
Wi-Fi. Chance of interference between delicate medical devices and wireless devices is
reduced by the use of low-power devices. So it enables hospitals to keep track of interpersonnel interactions among patients, visitors, health-personnel during the outbreak of
any infectious disease.

1.2

SOLUTION

Distributing dynamic information across a large number of computers is a central problem in distributed systems design. Epidemic protocols offer a mechanism for information
distribution without relying on central servers. Their simplicity, scalability, and good performance characteristics have made them suitable for information dissemination in ad hoc
networks.
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a peer-to-peer wireless data collection algorithm
that uses epidemic communication. This algorithm is used to implement an inter-personnel
tracking system that will automatically keep track of every users contacts with others within
the network. Whenever a peer discovers another, a record is created and stored into memory. The information collected by the users is propagated to other peers by the use of
epidemic communication protocol. The information eventually arrives at the server where
it gets stored and processed.
Duplicate records are inevitable due to the nature of how epidemic algorithm works.
Since an infectious message is transmitted to all in-range peers, all members of the network will eventually have the same data. As other peers try to establish communication
with other members, the amount of redundant data increases in an exponentially way. An
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anti-entropy protocol is used to delete the already uploaded records efficiently from the
gossip-based network system.

3

Chapter 2
Related Work
Several applications of mobile commerce depend on the knowledge of customers positions.
For example, advertisers may want their advertisements to reach customers in a specific
location. This is possible if the locations are estimated correctly. The required precision
of estimated locations varies with applications. For example, a system that selects which
advertisements the customers should receive based upon their positions within a shopping
mall, may require more accurate location estimation than to target people who are driving
towards that mall.
Location tracking systems are usually designed to provide location information of the
tracked person/item. We are examining applications that require interpersonal interaction information such as the meeting time of two or more persons and the duration of the
meeting. For example, in order to track the spread of infections within a hospital, it may
be beneficial for infection specialists to have a system which keeps track of interpersonnel
rendezvous.
To simplify and organize the discussion of related works in the area of wireless tracking
system, I used the following two categories: (1) tracking systems based on triangulation
method, and (2) tracking systems based on scanning technique.

4

2.1

TRACKING SYSTEMS BASED ON TRIANGULATION METHOD

The RADAR [2] is a triangulation based location tracking system. This system uses radiofrequency (RF) for locating and tracking users inside buildings. A Radar system normally
needs a single active antenna with Range estimation by detecting echoes. This system is
capable of locating an object using polar coordinates.
LORAN [17] and GPS [3] systems use multiple active antennas and the receiver must
estimate the position by precise knowledge of each antenna and measurement of the propagation delays.
Another system based on triangulation is described in [7]. This paper describes the empirical test results for different indoor scenarios. The system uses received signal strength
indication (RSSI) to measure distances of the devices. RSSI can be affected by wall, water
and other obstacles. That can reduce the signal strength. This limits the effectiveness of
the RSSI-based system.

2.2

TRACKING SYSTEMS BASED ON SCANNING
TECHNIQUE

The Active Badge system [22] was an early contribution to the field of scanning based location tracking systems. In this system, sensors placed at known positions within a building
pick up the unique identifiers emitted from the IR badges and relay these to the location
manager software. Though this system provides accurate location information, but it has
some drawbacks as well: (a) it performs poorly due to the limited range of IR, (b) it incurs
high installation and maintenance costs, and (c) it performs poorly in the presence of direct
sunlight.
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Another popular technology used for personnel and/or asset tracking is radio frequency
identification (RFID) [15], which works by means of electromagnetic induction. The system described in [14] is based on scanning technique. Every person in the network wears
a RFID tag and an intelligent RFID reader. The methodology of this system is based on
person-to-person and person-to-object contacts. Whenever a user comes in contact with
another or an object, the intelligent reader stores in memory the ID number and the current
time.
A Bluetooth based tracking system is described in [19]. This system uses mobile phone
terminals to build a virtual networking by combining GPS and Bluetooth technology with
mobile Internet. The Bluetooth scanners perform Bluetooth discovery process and assign
location information to found Bluetooth IDs based on GPS coordinates.
During the SARS outbreak in November 2002, Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) of Taiwan implemented a RFID based personnel tracking system [12] to track
hospital staffs within the facilities. Each employee was given a RFID tag associated with a
distinct ID number. RFID readers were located in different areas of the hospital, connected
to the local area network. Every time an employee was within the range of a reader, the
reader created a record including the ID number, the area, and the time. Even though this
system provided information about the location of an individual at any time, it failed to
inform who the person was in contact with.
The Defense Science and Technology Agency of Singapore developed Hospital Movement Tracking System (HMTS) during the SARS outbreak as well [11]. Unlike ITRIs
tracking system HMTS not only tracked hospital staff, but patients and visitors as well
by providing a RFID tag to every person within the hospital facilities. Even though this
approach provides more data about people visits to a certain place than the ITRI system,
it failed to inform who the person was in contact with.

6

2.3

EPIDEMIC COMMUNICATION

Data Transmission protocols play an important role in building these tracking systems. In
ad hoc networks, the power supply of individual nodes is limited and wireless bandwidth
is limited. Moreover, since nodes can be mobile, routes may constantly change. Thus to
enable efficient communication, robust routing protocols must be developed.
Distributing dynamic information across a large number of computers is a central problem in distributed systems design. Epidemic protocols offer a mechanism for information
distribution without relying on central servers. Their simplicity, scalability, and good performance characteristics have made them suitable for information dissemination in ad hoc
networks [6][20][23]. Epidemic refers to information exchange mechanism where each node
can be a source of information, and is capable of information transfer.
The use of epidemic algorithm was introduced for database replication within networks
composed of several servers [5]. As the database is modified in a certain site, the update is
replicated to other sites until it arrives to a server. Different algorithms based on epidemics,
such as anti-entropy and rumor mongering, are used to spread the updates in the database
to other sites. This paper also introduces the idea of infective messages, which are the
updates propagated to other sites.
[10] describes a partial replica update protocol for distributed databases. The protocol
is based on epidemic dissemination of information throughout the network. In order to
receive the update, a site communicates with another site and sends it information.
The Bayou system presented the idea of sharing data, i.e. calendars, notes, etc., among
mobile users [4]. Every user carries a database and as this is modified, the updates are
replicated and propagated to other users using the infra-red port of the portable computer.
The update eventually arrives to the servers database and the appropriate modifications
are performed. Then the server propagates this update to all the users within to network
so that they are aware of this change [18] and [16].
[21] describes an approach based on epidemic protocol to build a semantic overlay for
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content-based searching. This approach uses epidemic protocol to cluster peers with similar
contents.
[1][13] describe the use of epidemic protocol to disseminate information among sensors
or nodes. [9] describes the SPIN protocol, that efficiently disseminates information among
sensors in an energy constrained wireless network. SPIN uses the concept of meta-data
negotiation to eliminate the transmission of redundant data throughout the network.

2.4

ANTI ENTROPY

Duplicate records are inevitable due to the nature of how epidemic algorithm works. There
is a class of anti-entropy protocols that can efficiently delete the already uploaded data
from the gossip-based network system. Bayou [4] introduced the concept of anti-entropy in
order to resolve inconsistencies, in which multiple values are assigned to the same symbol.
It specifies a mechanism for an inconsistent system to eventually converge on a single value.
[8] discusses the suitability of anti-entropy protocol for managing data deletion in an
epidemic based system. In our approach already uploaded samples need to be deleted
in order to free the devices memory. Anti-entropy protocol which exploits the sequential
nature of data collection and upload events is a suitable technique for this purpose.

8

Chapter 3
Method
3.1

OVERVIEW

The proposed peer-to-peer wireless data collection algorithm is used to provide information about a users previous contacts with other users inside a network. Records collected
by the users get propagated in an epidemic way to other peers and finally arrive to the
infrastructure connected upload station where it is stored and processed.
Whenever a radio discovers another, a record is created including the identification number of that peer and a delivery deadline of that record. Next they exchange sensor stream
status which contains values such as sensor number(s-no), Upload-Index and MaximumIndex for that radio, and a delivery deadline. There are several samples corresponding
with a specific sensor (S-no). The delivery deadline is assigned to each individual record
to enable transmission prioritization. Priority of a sensor is equal to the priority of the
highest prioritized record of it. Upload-Index represents servers copy of the index for S-no.
Maximum-Index represents the index of the last collected record by the radio for S-no.
Peers send and receive records based on the comparison of sensor stream status. Thus
both users exchange records of previous contacts with other peers. When a peer discovers
an upload station as communication partner, it deletes all the samples from its memory
after uploading the newer samples to the server successfully.
Duplicate records are inevitable due to the nature of how epidemic algorithm works.
The protocol overcomes this obstacle by the use of an anti-entropy message, indicating
which records are known to already have been uploaded by an infrastructure-connected
upload station, thereby indicating eligibility for garbage collection.
9

3.2
3.2.1

DATA STRUCTURE
SENSOR STREAM DATA(SSD)

SSD is a python dictionary where each record is stored. Dictionary is the set of key-value
pairs where the keys are unique. Whenever a radio discovers another, it creates a record
including the sensor number of the nearby radio. The keys are the unique sensor numbers
and the values are the records collected by these specific radios. For example, SSD looks
like the following;
{’001FE2E092C0’: [(234542, ’00CFD2E00FC0’), (376545, ’001FE2F02180’)], ’001FE2E092BD’:
[(467654, ’00215C6F2F55’), (487650, ’00217CFF2C03’)]}
The keys are 001FE2E092C0 and 001FE2E092BD. The samples collected by the radio
whose unique sensor ID is 001FE2E092C0 are (234542, ’00CFD2E00FC0’) and (376545,
’001FE2F02180’) where the first field of the tuple is the delivery deadline of that record
and second field is the tracked radios unique ID number. Whenever the peer discovers an
upload station, it sends newer records to the upload station and updates the Upload-index
and Maximum-Index for each sensor and deletes all records from its memory.

3.2.2

SENSOR STREAM STATUS(SSS)

SSS is also a python dictionary which contains the sensor number as key and Upload-Index,
Maximum-Index and priority of this sensor as values. For example, SSS looks like the following;
{’001FE2E092C0’: [0, 1, 234542], ’001FE2E092BD’: [0, 1, 467654]}
The Upload-Index, Maximum-Index and priority of the sensor 001FE2E092C0 is 0, 1and
234542 respectively.
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3.2.3

RECORDS TO SEND

Format for the samples to be sent is [’001FE2E092C0’, (’001FE2E092BD’,20000),
(’011FECF0FD09’,12000)]. The first field of the list indicates sensor ID and it is followed
by samples associated with this sensor.

3.3

DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM

Each Bluetooth radio in client mode performs a scan for in-range Bluetooth radios. Whenever a peer discovers another, a record is created including the identification number of
both peers and a delivery deadline of that record. This is followed by the establishment of
connection between peers. Next they exchange sensor stream status which contains values
such as sensor number (S-no), Upload-Index and Maximum-Index for this sensor, and a delivery deadline. There are several records corresponding with a specific sensor (S-no). The
delivery deadline is assigned to each individual record to enable transmission prioritization.
Priority of a sensor is equal to the priority of the highest prioritized record of it. UploadIndex represents servers’ copy of the index for S-no. Maximum-Index represents the index
of the last collected record by the sensor for S-no. Each radio maintains a heap based on
the priority of the sensors. The peers exchange current records based on the comparison of
sensor stream status. From sensor stream status, radio checks if it has newer Upload-Index
for any S-no. For any sensor, an older Upload-Index gets updated with a newer index
received from another radio. Since value of Upload-Index denotes the sensors’ status in the
servers’ database, therefore, once a radio gets a new Upload-Index it eventually deletes all
records for S-no from its memory up to the new Upload-Index. If the new Upload-Index is
even higher than its Maximum-Index then the radio updates its Maximum-Index with the
value of the new Upload-Index and deletes all the records from its memory for that specific
11

sensor. The radio reorganizes the heap after receiving the remote sensor stream status.
The Maximum-Index values among the connected radios are also compared. Records
of the highest priority sensor are sent first. The radio having higher Maximum-Index for a
sensor starts sending records to its partner. The sender starts sending records with index
starting from the value one more than receivers’ Maximum-Index and stops until index of
sent samples reaches the higher Maximum-Index. The records are always disseminated in
an ascending monotonic sequence. The receiver updates its Maximum-Index by index of
last received record irrespective of normal or undesired termination of connection.
When one of the communicating radios is an upload station, the transmission of samples
is only towards the upload station. This is because the upload station does not need to
send any record to the radios. If a radio finds higher index value from the upload station
for any S-no then it updates its Upload-Index and Maximum-Index with that index value
and deletes all samples from its memory. Otherwise, the radio transmits new samples
to the upload station and upload station increases index for S-no to the latest index of
samples arrived from the radio. An upload station uploads records to Database sink for
collection and processing. Both the above mentioned deletions of samples are examples of
anti-entropy mechanism applied along with a gossip protocol.
The acquired information is stored in the local memory of Bluetooth radios and will
eventually be uploaded to the central storage through mobile radios. Epidemic communication helps to upload samples from peer which is not within range of an upload station for
a long period of time by allowing the propagation of samples to the server through in-range
peers. The following section describes the algorithm by state machine diagram.

3.3.1

Protocol Description

This section describes the implementation of WRifes communication protocol. In order to
simplify the implementation, it is divided into three interconnected subsystems, each responsible for distinct aspects of the protocol. The connection subsystem (fig 3.1) is responsible for the pairing of radios and establishing a peer-to-peer channel. During the period
12

when radios are connected, two interlocked subsystems are responsible for transmission and
reception of messages. After completion of the protocol or unexpected disconnection, the
connection subsystem resets the radios back to initial state and again begins the process
of pairing.

Figure 3.1: Connection state diagram

CONNECTION SUBSYSTEM
WRifes communication protocol is fundamentally peer-to-peer. We used low-cost Bluetooth
radios to implement and test the protocol. Unfortunately Bluetooth does not directly
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Figure 3.2: Common states of server and client
provide peer-to-peer communication, but instead provides server and client abstractions.
In order to create a connection between two Bluetooth radios, one must be set to server
mode and the other to client mode, and only a radio in client mode can detect and connect
to a server. A priori selection of client or server mode is inappropriate for this protocol
because the radios set in the same mode cannot connect. To permit any pair of mules to
connect, they repeatedly randomly choose to be a server or client. Once the connection is
established between two radios, subsequent communication is peer-to-peer.

14

SERVER

Figure 3.3: Server state diagram
As illustrated by Figure 3.3, the server portion of the connection subsystem is selected
by the generation of an even random number. To permit a client to connect, the radio is set
into server mode for up to ten seconds. If a client request for connection is received within
this timeout, a server attempts to accept the connection and switches to the connected
state. Once the connection is established the send and the receive subsystems manage the
communication between connected peer. After completion of the protocol, the server is
reset back to the initial state and starts the process of pairing again.

15

Figure 3.4: Client state diagram
CLIENT
Lines 168 to 191 of the track-soft (see Appendix) program implement the client component
of the connection system. If a radio is set in the client mode, it starts searching for nearby
radios. If an in range peer is found it creates the client socket and request to connect
with that peer. Radios switch back to the initial state if there is no server at that time to
connect. Client switches to the connected state once the connection is established.
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
fig 3.5 and fig 3.6 provide the regular expression for received samples and sensor stream
status. Recived sample contains sensor ID, and one or more tuple consists of delivery
16

deadline and recorded sample. Sent or Received sample stream contains sensor ID and
upload-index, maximum-index and priority of that specific sensor.
Lines 113 to 137 of the track-soft program (see Appendix) implement the receive subsystem. The receive state machine is responsible to identify the regular expressions of sensor
stream status (fig. 3.6) and received samples (fig. 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Regular expression of received samples

Figure 3.6: Regular expression of sensor stream status

RECEIVE
Parsing of the received sensor stream status and received data is described in fig. 3.7.
Device enters in this state when the socket is readable. First the device receives sensor
stream status from the connected pair. After receiving sensor stream status successfully,
it compares the local and remote sensor stream status and deletes the already uploaded
samples from its memory. It stores the necessary entry in heap based on the priority of the
samples which need to be transmitted to the connected peer. This is followed by receiving
17

new records from the other device. Device remains in this state until it receives done from
other end.

Figure 3.7: Receive state diagram

SEND SUBSYSTEM
Lines 91 to 110 of track-soft program (see Appendix) implement the receive subsystem.
Figure 3.8 describes the steps of sending newer samples to the connected peer. A device
enters in this state when the socket is writable. First it sends sensor stream status to the
connected pair. Samples of the highest priority sensor are sent first. The device having
higher Maximum-Index for a sensor starts sending samples in an ascending monotonic
sequence to its partner. The sender starts sending samples with index starting from the
value one more than receivers Maximum-Index and stops until index of sent samples reaches
the higher Maximum-Index or the sensors priority becomes equal to the priority of another
sensor.
18

Figure 3.8: Send state diagram
If the sensors priority becomes equal to the priority of another sensor, sender starts
sending samples of that other sensor. Device keeps sending records to other peer until all
the records are sent and heap is empty. It sends done when the heap becomes empty and
waits for the other device to be done. Device closes the socket when it receives done from
the other end.
STOP SUBSYSTEM

Figure 3.9: State diagram of stop state machine

19

Fig 3.9 describes the steps of terminating the connection between two connected radios.
Lines 105 to 110 and 101, 127,128 implement the stop state machine. If the device has no
sample to send and it receives a done from other end, itll close the socket and terminate
the connection.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results
4.1

REQUIREMENTS

1. Bluetooth enabled laptops with the ability to run Python 2.6
2. Bluetooth enabled desktops with the ability to run Python 2.6
3. Python 2.6
4. PyBluez 0.18
5. Bluetooth 2.0

4.2

TESTING

The proposed algorithm is implemented through the program, Track-Soft (see Appendix).
It carries out all the proposed tasks in right order. The algorithm was tested in Bluetooth
enabled laptops and desktops. The devices exchanged records between each other and
updated their records as per the algorithm. Bluetooth-enabled devices involved in the
testing process belong to class 2, which have a communication range of approximately 10
meters.
In table 4.1 it can be observed that before communication device ’001FE2E092C0’ had
higher Upload-Index and Maximum-Index than device ’001FE2E092BD’ for both sensor
IDs. During communication device ’001FE2E092BD’ received new records from device
’001FE2E092C0’ and sensor stream status was updated to its newer value.
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Table 4.1: Communication between two peers
Device ID

Device Type

SSS before communication

SSS after communication

001FE2E092C0

Laptop

{’001FE2E092C0’:[1,4,2],

{’001FE2E092C0’:[1,4,2],

’001FE2E092BD’:[7,8,9]}

’001FE2E092BD’:[7,8,9]}

{’001FE2E092C0’:[0,2,2],

{’001FE2E092C0’:[1,4,2],

’001FE2E092BD’:[1,3,12]}

’001FE2E092BD’:[7,8,9]}

001FE2E092BD

Laptop

Table 4.2: Communication between two peers

Device ID

Device Type

001FE2E092C0

Laptop

SSS before communication

{’001FE2E092C0’:[5,9,2000], {’001FE2E092C0’:[5,9,2000],
’001FE2E092BD’:[1,3,8000]}

001FE2E092BD

Laptop

SSS after communication

’001FE2E092BD’:[3,7,3000]}

{’001FE2E092C0’:[0,2,1900], {’001FE2E092C0’:[5,9,2000],
’001FE2E092BD’:[3,7,3000]}
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’001FE2E092BD’:[3,7,3000]}

Table 4.3: Communication between a peer and an upload station

Device ID

Device Type

001FE2E092C0

Laptop

011FE2BCEF91

Desktop

SSS before communication

SSS after communication

{’001FE2E092C0’:[5,9,2000], {’001FE2E092C0’:[9,9,0],
’001FE2E092BD’:[1,3,8000]}

’001FE2E092BD’:[8,8,0]}

{’001FE2E092C0’:[5,5,0],

{’001FE2E092C0’:[9,9,0],

’001FE2E092BD’:[8,8,0]}

’001FE2E092BD’:[8,8,0]}

Table 4.2 demonstrates that device having newer records sends data to other device
and after communication both devices update their sensor stream status with newer values
based on their sensor stream data.
It can be noticed from both tables that after successful completion of the communication
both device had same sensor stream status.
Table 4.3 shows the communication between a peer and an upload station. It can be
observed that the transmission of records is only towards the upload station and after
communication device updated its sensor stream status with the index value received from
the upload station.
In conclusion, it was found that every record that was originated in a certain device
arrived to other communicating device and finally reached to the servers database, which
is the main purpose of this algorithm.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The contribution of this work is a peer-to-peer wireless data collection algorithm that uses
epidemic communication to propagate time-sensitive sequentially sampled data records
from sensors toward infrastructure connected upload stations via mobile data mules. In
spite of the limited communication range of Bluetooth, epidemic protocol allows the replication and propagation of the collected information to in-range peers, which leads to data
transmission to the server where it is stored and processed.
It has been demonstrated that transmission prioritization of samples has been achieved
by the use of min-heap.

5.1

FUTURE WORK

Future improvement for the system can be achieved by prioritizing the transmission of
sensor stream status.
Bluetooth takes at least eight seconds to establish a connection with another Bluetooth
device. It is important for the system to reduce the pairing time by use of other technologies,
such as NFC, RFID etc.
It is expected that this work will serve as reference for future applications in the area
of wireless data collection.
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from bluetooth import *
from heapq import *
import random
from select import *
import thread
import time

Appendix

#local_mac = '00:1F:E2:E0:92:C0'
#put the local mac here
sensor_no = ''.join(local_mac.split(':'))
macs = []
times = []
heap = []
DSS = {}
DS2 = {}
S4S = {}
DSS[sensor_no]=[]
uuid = "4cf5d9e7ac6b4467a743ec4a424bcfee"
dt=[]
rd=""
def add_to_heap(priority, S_n, last):
heappush(heap, (priority, S_n, last))
def get_first():
return heappop(heap)
min_I = 0
max_I=0
def inquiry():
global macs
global local_mac
global times
global sensor_no
global master
master = 0
devices = discover_devices(duration=5, lookup_names=True)
print devices
for values in devices:
macs.append(values[0])
print "MACS is", macs
get_ready()
def get_ready():
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global macs
global DSS
for values in macs:
exp=random.randint(1,30000)
ip_data = (exp,values)
DSS[sensor_no].append(ip_data)
create_S4S(DSS)

#delivery deadline for the tracked sample

def create_S4S(data):
global min_I
global S4S
print data
for values in data.keys():
a = []
if (len(data[values])>=1):
for valuess in data[values]:
if(len(data[values])):
a.append(valuess[0])
priority = min(a)
S4S[values]=[S4S[values][0],S4S[values][0]+len(data[values]),priority]
else:
S4S[values]=[0,0,0]
print S4S
add_to_heap(S4S[values][2],values,0)

def main():
global DS2
DS2={}
while(True):
exp=random.randint(1,30)
if ((exp % 2)==0):
server()
else:
client()

#call server or client based on the random number

def Datagram(socket):
step_r = 0
step_w = 0
global S4S
global DSS
global dt
print "Entering Asynchronus Mode"
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while True:
try:
readable, writable, excepts = select( [socket], [socket], [], 1)
if socket in writable:

#

if (step_w == 0):
socket.send(str(S4S))#send
socket.send(str(1))
print "Init Vector successfully sent"
step_w = 1
if(step_w == 2 and step_r > 0):
while(len(heap)>0):
socket.send(str(data_to_send()))#send
socket.send(str(0))
step_w = 3
print "Information about Intersection data successfully sent"
if(step_w == 3 and step_r == 2):
print type(remoteInitVector)
print S4S
print "clossing connection"
socket.close()
break

#

#send and receive done

if socket in readable:
if (step_r == 0):
print "trying to recieve pair Init Vector"
remoteInitVector = socket.recv(512)#recieve
print "pair Init Vector successfully recieve"
print "pair Init Vector" ,remoteInitVector
recvstatus = recv_status(remoteInitVector)
if(eval(remoteInitVector)==1):
step_r = 1
print "pair init vector succesfully receive = ", remoteInitVector
if (step_r == 1 and step_w > 0):
print "recieving remote data"
RemoteStream = socket.recv()
print "adding data in DSS"
recvdata = recv_data(RemoteStream)
if (recvdata == 0):
#done received from other end
step_r=2
print "data successfully recieved"
#data.crypt = AES.new(KEY,AES.MODE_CBC)
#RemoteStream = data.decrypt(eval(RemoteStream))
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print RemoteStream
#RemoteStream = data.concatenate(RemoteStream)
print "revieved data = %s" % RemoteStream
if (step_r == 1 and step_w == 1):
step_w = 2
except Exception, e:
if (e == "(11, 'Resource temporarily unavailable')" and step_r > 0 and step_w > 0):
main()
def server():
global uuid
print "Generating the service: %s" % uuid
sock=BluetoothSocket( RFCOMM )
sock.bind(("",PORT_ANY))
sock.listen(1)
advertise_service( sock, "wrife", service_classes = [ SERIAL_PORT_CLASS ], profiles =
[ SERIAL_PORT_PROFILE ] )
sock.settimeout(10.0)
#timeout is set 10 secs
print "Service created Sucsessfully"
print "waiting for connection"
try:
client_sock, client_info = sock.accept()
print "connection accepted"
sock.setblocking(False)
print "Entering Protocol"
Datagram(client_sock)
except Exception,e:
print "server side exception %s" % e
sock.close()
print "Pair disconnected, Connection Terminated"
main()
def client():
try:
global uuid
global local_name
sock = BluetoothSocket( RFCOMM )
global macs
global DSS
inquiry()
print "MAC is", macs
print "macs[0] is :", str(macs[0])
try: sock.connect((str(macs[0]), 1))

#try to connect with the first found device
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185
186
187
188
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192
193
194
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219
220
221
222
223
224
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230

except: pass
sock.setblocking(0)
print "Association successfull"
print "Entering Protocol"
macs=[]
Datagram(sock)
sock.close()
create_S4S(DSS)
print "Connection Terminated"
print "final S4S is", S4S
except Exception,e:
print "client caught exception %s" % e
main()
def data_to_send():
#Send sample until the heap is empty
global DS2
info = get_first()
data=[]
if (len(heap) < 1):
#last element in the heap
data.append(info[1])
data.append(DS2[info[1]][info[2]:])
temp = get_first()
add_to_heap(temp[0],temp[1],temp[2])
data = []
data.append(info[1])
for sample in DS2[info[1]][info[2]:]:
if (sample[0] <= temp[0]):
data.append(sample)
else:
if (DS2[info[1]].index(sample)+1 == len (DS2[info[1]])):
break
add_to_heap(sample[0],info[1],DS2[info[1]].index(sample))
break
return data
def addSample(data):
global min_I
global max_I
global DSS
global e
global S4S
if data[0] not in DSS.keys():
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else:

DSS[data[0]]=[]
for i in range(1,len(data)):
DSS[data[0]].append(data[i])
S4S[data[0]] = [min_I, max_I, data[1][0]]

for i in range(1,len(data)):
DSS[data[0]].append(data[i])
max_I = max_I+len(data[1:])
S4S[data[0]] = [min_I, max_I, data[1][0]]
e = ""
def addSample_forsend(data):
global min_I
global max_I
global DS2
global e
global S4S
if data[0] not in DS2.keys():
DS2[data[0]]=[]
for i in range(1,len(data)):
DS2[data[0]].append(data[i])
else:
for i in range(1,len(data)):
DS2[data[0]].append(data[i])
def comp(status):
global S4S
ls=S4S
for items in S4S.keys():
if items in status.keys():
if (status[items][0] > ls[items][0]):
print 'local status has lower min_I'
print "previous S4S is", S4S
S4S[items][0]=status[items][0]
print "now S4S is", S4S
if (ls[items][1]>status[items][1]):
diff = ls[items][1]status[items][1]
print diff
send=DSS[items][diff:]
print send
print "len of send is:", len(send)
data=[]
data.append(items)
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print "send[0] is :", send[0]
for i in range (0,len(send)):
print "send[i] is", send[i]
data.append(send[i])
print "in main data is:", data
addSample_forsend(data)
if items not in status.keys():
print "remote doesnt have that key", items
data = []
data.append(items)
for i in range (0,len(DSS[items])):
data.append(DSS[items][i])
print "key is not present"
print data
addSample_forsend(data)
for items in status.keys():
if items not in S4S.keys():
S4S[items][0] = status[items][0]
def recv_data(v):
global rd
zero = 0
w=0
for i in range (0,(len(v))):
if (w==0 and v[i]=='['):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=1
if (w==1 and v[i]=='\''):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=2
if (w==2 or w==3):
if (v[i]!='\''):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=3
if (w==3 and v[i]=='\''):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=4
if (w==4 and v[i]==','):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=5
if (w==5 and v[i]=='('):
rd = rd + v[i]
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w=6
if (w==6 and v[i]!='('):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=7
if (w==7 and v[i]!=','):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=7
if (w==7 and v[i]==','):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=8
if (w==8 and v[i]=='\''):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=9
if (w==9 or w == 10):
if( v[i]!='\''):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=10
if (w==10 and v[i]=='\''):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=11
if (w==11 and v[i]==')'):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=13
if (w==13 and v[i]==','):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=5
if (w==13 and v[i]==']'):
rd = rd + v[i]
w=14
addSample(eval(e))
rd=""
if (w==14 and v[i]=='0'):
return zero

#done received

def recv_status(s):
e=""
z = "1"
w=0
for i in range(0,len(s)):
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if (w==0 and s[i]=='{'):
e = e+s[i]
w=1
if (w==1 and s[i]=='\''):
e=e+s[i]
w=2
if (w==2 or w==3):
if (s[i]!='\''):
e=e+s[i]
w=3
if (w==3 and s[i]=='\''):
e=e+s[i]
w=4
if (w==4 and s[i]==':'):
e=e+s[i]
w=5
if (w==5 and s[i]=='['):
e=e+s[i]
w=6
if (w==6 or w==7):
if (s[i]!='[' and s[i]!=','):
e=e+s[i]
w=7
if (w==7 and s[i]==','):
e=e+s[i]
w=8
if (w==8 or w==9):
if (s[i]!=','):
e=e+s[i]
w=9
if (w==9 and s[i]==','):
e=e+s[i]
w=10
if (w==10 or w==11):
if (s[i]!=',' and s[i]!=']'):
e=e+s[i]
w=11
if (w==11 and s[i]==']'):
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e=e+s[i]
w=12
if (w==12 and s[i]==','):
e=e+s[i]
w=1
if (w==12 and s[i]=='}'):
e=e+s[i]
comp(eval(e))
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